
Remind us what we’ve said we can 
do to have a healthier lifestyle?

Mental Health, Environmental Health, Emotional Health/Dreams, Physical Health/Excersice, and Nutritional Health.



NARRATIVE:
A narrative is a way of showing a story 

in ART using pictures/images.



Lascaux Cave in France

These are really old paintings created over 10,000 years ago! (They were actually discovered by a few boys about your age playing in a 
cave one day)
These are images from the Lascaux Cave in France, and they are located in the Hall of the Bulls.
Can anyone tell me what they think the story these paintings are trying to tell? What kind of images do you see?



Egyptian Paintings: Hieroglyphics 

These paintings are from Egypt, and the ancient Egyptians used to create these paintings outside the tombs of their pharoahs/kings, so 
that when people visited there they could look at the artwork and know stories about them.
Has anyone seen pictures like these before?
What does it look like is happening? -duck hunting, herding cattle. Point out big people vs. small - depth.



Whaam! A & B (1963)
Roy Lichtenstein 

So we are more recent now, compared to the last two pictures, but it just goes to show that stories are still told in art works!
This is Pop artist Roy Lichtenstein, and he used comic’s as his inspiration in art . . .
What kind of Narrative is this artist telling in this work?



Peanuts. Charles Schultz.

Comic Strips! You know of snoopy and these comics don’t you?
Well these collections of images come together to give us a little story of the characters.
In our projects today we are going to be like creating comics, because our drawings are going to be separate like the boxes that each of 
these images are in . . . 



Has anyone seen something like this picture before? FINDING NEMO!
This is called a storyboard, and all of the movies you like to watch, first start off with artists like us drawing out images of what is going 
to happen in every scene.  
It’s a good way to plan out how you are going to have your images convey your story!


